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Carl Anthony Payne, who played
"Cockroach" on The Cosby Show and
"Cole" on Mariin, spoke to Tennessee
State University students about his
spirituality and acting career.
"It's all up to God. We can't con
trol our destiny," Payne said. "We can
plan a lot of things in life, but in tlie
process we need to keep in touch with
God and ourselves."
The Student Union Board of
Governors kicked off its first event for
Black History Month with "An
Evening with Carl Anthony Payne," on
Wednesday, Feb. 3 in the Forum.
The New York native attended the
LaGuardia School of Performing Arts
and Howard University. His big career
break came when he auditioned for The
Cosby Show.
After several auditions for any role
on the show, he was offered the pail of
"Theo's" best friend, "Cockroach."
Payne ended his career on The Cosby
Show when "Theo" and "Cockroach"
were supposed to shave their heads on
one of the episodes. Payne, whose nat
ural grade of hair was mistaken for a
jheri curl, was angered when told toget
rid of it and left the show.
Payne later attended Howard
University where his manager advised
him to go to California to pursue his
career.
Carl Anthony Payne relaxes after a
period with a packed TSU Forum.
"Experience is always the best
teacher," he said. "I drove cross coun
try to get to my dream and it paid off."
Payne went to several auditions
and eventually landed the part of
"Cole" on the series Martin. The show
PHOTO BY JONATHAN GRAY
refreshing question and answer
made a disappointing turn when co-star
Tisha Campbell, who played "Gina",
left the show because of tensions
between her and Martin Lawrence.
See "Payne" on page 2






TSU receives Microsoft grant
He'.s petitioning a standard that has
angered many Tennessee State University stu
dents. the minority grant.
Douglas Pearcc. a 31-year-old minority |
junior, is on a mission to raise the require- |
ments atTSU for scholarships. The scholarship
requires less of the minorities at TSU than at
other Tennessee colleges and universities.
"It's important for all .students (minority
and non-minority) to make a stand for academ
ic exceUence." said Pearce. a Nashville native.
But for minorities at TSU, the academic
scholarship standard is lowerthan that at other
un'tversitves.
In order to receive a minority scholarship
nr T.SU. the student must have a 19 ACT score
and 2.5 grade point average. Compared to
TSU, Middle Tennessee State University stu
dents must have a 21 on the ACT and a 3.2
G.P.A.
"I feel they should raise it (the criteria)
becau.se IdonT think it's fair they get a full ride
for such low expectations," said Tiffany Curry,
a marketing major from Detroit who has signed
the petition.
Pearce said it was time for the standards of
the scholarship to be raised and an action plan
was In order.
"The standards for the scholarship are low,
and I have to do something about it," Pearce
said.
He noted the low standards for the schol
arships presented myths tomany students. And
Pearce wants todispel the myththat TSU is the
"last resort" for white students.
"Some studentsbelieve that we are going
here only because we can't afford it and know
we can get in on the minority scholarship," he
said.
Pearce has been petitioning the scholar
ship for almost a month. He hopes to gather
enough petitions to send to President James A.
Hefner to gel the scholarship requirements
raised.
Those credentials would include changing
the G.P.A. to 3.0 and the ACT score to 21.
Pearce said he would like to have at least 3,000
signatures on the petition before presenting it
to Hefner. He wants to have the petition corn-
By Nicholas T. Jones
News Writer
Tennessee State University became
one of six predominantly African-
American schools to be awarded a grant
from Microsoft to enhance educational
and employment opportunities for stu
dents.
The grant is the result of an effort
by Bill Gates, Microsoft's owner, tohelp
bridge the digital divide between minor
ity students and access to technology.
TSU will receive $40,000 in cash
and approximately $22,000 in Microsoft
software products as a result of the
grant. The school will also use the
money for otherdepartments.
The award will provide access to
academic consulting and technical sup
port. It will also have access to an on
line forum for the discussion of prob
lems associated with teaching subjects
at minority-serving institutions.
TSUhad to submita proposal to the
United Negro College Fund in order to
qualify for the award.
"Part of the proposal showed that
TSU has advanced significantly in the
area of academic computing," said
Anand Padmanabhan, director of
Communication and Information
Technologies (CIT) at TSU. "TSU is
working hard to decrease the digital
divide.";^
"The Learning Consortium," as the
TSU proposal is titled, will be imple
mented in collaboration with West End
Middle School in Nashville.
According to the proposal submit
ted, thefaculty ofWest Endbelieves that
technology should be a basic learning
tool in 1999 and beyond.
"TSU students will be helping the
K-i2 students overcome the digital
divide. This will prepare the high
school students in usingtechnologiesfor
their life-long endeavors," said
see "Microsoft Grant" on page 2 see "Petition" on page 5
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Graduation comes a week before final exams
it from another standpoint. Tennessee. Hefner said since this is
"It gives those seniors who are fortu- Sundqu.st s last term he thought itwould
be appropriate for him to deliver
the commencement address.
"He's a very good speaker
and he has a lot to say to our
seniors," Hefner said.
back to the first Saturday
ce we were starting a new Hud..., ...n of d.=
^ School of Arts and Sciences
and TSU alumnus.
As for what else goes
on graduation weekend,
Hefner said one will have to
Hefner wait and see.
I , Attendance is also
IGrit expected to be larger this
year; therefore, more space
is needed. Usually gradua-
tion is held in Gentry Center
^ Complex,
question.
"It has usually been in Gentry,
nate to have ajob waiting on them abreak but they are trying to have it at Hale sta-
before they start their job," Wilson said. dium if the weather permits, Hefner
This year's commencement speaker said.*
will be Don Sundquist, the governor of
By Toccarra Houston
News Writer
This year, as well as next year, grad
uation ceremonies will take place a week
before final exams start.
For graduating seniors. May 6 could
not get here any sooner. A memorandum
issued by President James A. Hefner
noted he "wanted to institutionalize the
dates of graduation."
However, graduation does not con
flict with finals for those who are not
graduating in the spring. Graduating
seniors will still take their finals as sched
uled, on April 27-28.
Finals for students who are in the
undergraduate program will take their
exams on schedule. As stated in the mem
orandum, "events which are a part of
commencement weekend will be adjusted
accordingly."
Although the dale of graduation has
not changed, Hefner wanted to give the
seniors a week to relax before going back
to school or starting a new job. In previ
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A majorityof the seniors agreedhav
ing graduation earlier would be better.
Another senior Maurice Wilson looked at
DrUQS send StudGntS home Microsoft grant benefits program
T /-> .......4lbfrom page 1
Padmanabhan.
TSU students will work with GIT staff
and representatives from West End Avenue
to put the plan in motion.
"The overall benefit for the faculty/staff
will be that they will see new students come
to TSU who have a knowledge of technolo
gy. Therefore, teaching the students about
technology will be unnecessary and more
time can be spent on course content." said
Padmanabhan.
Those involved in planning the
Lediniug Consortiumhope that it will be the
stepping stone in forming a national com
puter network.
"I would like to see the Learning
Consortium be a nationwide success and
provide the K-12 and university students a
vehicle to overcome the digital divide," said
Padmanabhan.
Padmanabhan said he was excited about




It only took a few days in the new
semester before someone was caught.
Only five days into this semester
on Jan. 14, two Tennessee State
University students and three non-stu-
denls were arrested and expelled for
drugs in Boyd Hall.
Dean of Student Affairs Dorothy
Lockridge and Director of Housing
Larry Carpenter, emphasized that the
incident, which occurred at Boyd, one
of the university's male dorniilories,
was drug-related.
According to Caipenter, the inci
dent occurred when a concerned parent
called to check on her son, a resident
of Boyd Hall. While Carpenter would
not reveal the specific reason she was
calling, her concerns led to he and
Duane Smith, dorm director of Boyd
Hall, to proceed to the young man's
room.
At that time, neither he nor his
roommate were present, so the men
unlocked the room. Upon entering the
room, the men conducted a visual
inspection.
"The visual inspection showed
there were dmgs - or what we thought
were drugs," Carpenter said. "That
gave me probable cause and that's
when we searched the room and found
drugs."
Although Carpenter would not
indicate the quantity of drugs found, he
eluded to the drug possibly being mar
ijuana.
While both Carpenter and
Lockridge could not confirm the spe
cific day the incident occurred, they
said only two students were involved
in the situation.
The TSU Police Department secu
rity log, which is available to the pub
lic and located in the office of the
Heiman Street Security Department,
.stales that five people were arrested in
connection to an incident at Boyd Hall
on Jan. 14, at 4:20 p.m. The log indi
cates that two of those involved were
linked to drug possession, two were
linked to drug resale and the final per
son was linked to weapon possession.
"I don't know of any three other
people that were involved," Carpenter
said.
Neither Lockridge, Carpenter nor
the TSUPD would identify any of the
people involved with the drugs.
"Our president has said there's a
zerodegree tolerance for drugs. We're
notgoing to tolerate students using the
university as an avenue to make avail
able illegal substances," Lockridge
said.*
Payne tells all about Martin series
Payne said there were internal struggles
between the cast members and Lawrence on
the set. Lawrence was verbally abusive
quite often on the set.
"Working with Martin was cool,"
Payne said. "But, the choices Martin made
during the course of the show weren't
always good choices.. .views weren't being
met."
During the last season of the show,
Campbell and Lawrence were not taping
shows on the same set at the same time.
Payne also spoke to students about
making choices and how he chooses to keep
God first when making decisions about his
career and his life. He is now acting in a
gospel play called Secret Lovers.
Besides acting, Payne has several other
plans and wants to pursue a career in studio
production. He wants to own a studio.
"1 would like to own my own studio lot
that says CP (Carl Payne) studios," Payne
said laughing. "The industry needs moreof
our people who will put out our own prod
uct, more people behind the scenes and
morepeople to write and produce."
Many students enjoyed Payne includ
ing Tayo Davis, a junior in the National
Student Exchange Program.
"f liked how he gave advice about not
so much about the entertainment industry,
but about life and how he referred back to
God," Davis said. "He wasn't just "Cole."




Campus security sets up office in Boyd Hall
Police department was chosen among theBoyd Hall was chosen among the
many dormitories on campus because of
its location in the center of the campus.
Another reason, according to Lawson, is
because of the facilities available to the
campus police at Boyd Hall. Residents of
Boyd Hal] have mixed emotions.
"If their overall goal is to be readily
available for the students then I'm fine
with them picking Boyd, because this is a
cenierpoini for students." said Duane
Smith, director of Boyd Hall.
Smith, who has been the director for
two years, feels that some of the residents
will be receptive and some will not.
~ Sophomore Korey Crutcher, an archi
tectural engineer major from Nashville,
doesn't feel threatened by the new police
station.
"Personally it doesn't bother me, but
it may bother some people - especially
those who may have had a bad experi
ence," Crutcher said.
Paul Cameron, a 20-year-old resident
from Chattanooga, Tenn., likes the idea of
having a central station on campus, but is
against having the police at his back door.
"I've had a history of being picked on
by policemen and I just figure I'll get
picked on again," he said.
Nonresidents of Boyd who live on
campus, such as 20-year-old Qiana
Appleton, who resides in Rudolph Hall,
think it may be good for a station to be in
all of the dorms on campus.
"If something happens ina dormitory,
then the police can get to the problem
even quicker if a station is located within
that same building," she said.
To prepare students for the emer
gence of the new facility, Lawson said
there will be surveys given out in a few
days to solicit cooperation.
"Hopefully we can better serve stu
dents, faculty, staff and the community,"
Lawson said.*
tries to make stu
dents, dorms safe
By Tracey L. Vance
News Writer
Tennessee Stale University's students
will have a greater sense of safely now
that the police department is expanding its
office to the ground level of a dormitory
on the main campus.
The TSUPD will have a
substation/satellite station in the north end
basement area of Boyd Hall, Arthur
Lawson, director of the TSUPD said.
Lawson and Thomas Martin, vice
president of student affairs, derived the
idea to accommodate the increased staff,
which they brought to administrators and
finally to President James A. Hefner for
approval.
"Hopefully we should be in within
60-90 days," Lawson said.
Although extra space is needed, it
isn't the only reason for the expansion.
"We thought we also owed the stu
dents more personal security, so if they
want to report something, it will be right
there," he said.
The expansion will include new
equipment such as, a telephone and two-
way radio equipment all with a satellite
station for "hands-on" patrolling. Lawson
also said that residents won't have to
worry about running into the police
because they willhave theirown entrance.
"We won't go up on the floors unless
we are called," Lawson said.
He also said that many students, fac
ulty and staff don't even know where the
T.S.U.P.D. is located, which is another
reason for the expansion to the maincam
pus.
Petition expected to fly high
from page1
pleted by the beginning of March.
Andhe will gel somehelp from stu
dent movement leader Marc Anthony
Peek, who will help him with the peti
tion. The petition conies at theclimax of
students trying to protest the stipulation
of settlement., which mandates that TSU
be made 50 percent white and 50 percent
"other." Pearce said the petition comple
ments the stipulation of settlement.
Some students are surprised at
Pearce's actions and admire him.
"I think it takes a lot of gu.sto to do
it because with a higher standard he's
helping to preserve the heritage at TSU,
as well as showing that only those
Caucasian students capable of reaching
those higher standards should receive an
education at TSU," .said Terrence
McGhee, a sophomore accounting major
from Memphis,Tenn.
Pearce said he is not gathering a
petition to bring attention to the univer
sity, but have a set standard, like other
Tennessee schools.
"I'm just bringing parity between
the scholarships... I think everyone sees
this is the right time for this to happen,"
he said.
T'NEISHA JACKSON, NEWS WRITER, ALSO
CONTRIBUTED TO THIS ARTICLE.
mm\
PHOTO JONATHAN GRAY
Boyd Hall will soon find itself home to a new on-campus security office,
courtesy of TSU Police Department
To report anything to security, call extension 5171, and to
report anonymously, call extension 5200.
Extension 5171 will still be the number to call when the new
office is completed.
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What ive think IIFrom where I sit: Untitled (Mia's Version)
Recently, R&B artist D'Angelo's video for his
single, "Untitled (How does it Feel)," hit television
screens hard and has received interesting feedback
from both sexes. Ladies seem to love the video,
while men seem to hate it.
Imagine sitting down with your woman or your
man watching television. You might be enjoying a
movie, television show or looking at videos.
Now ladies picture on the television, a barely
clothed woman invades the .screen, and your man
ogles the screen or if he is bold enough, makes a
comment to send you into a jealous rage.
And fellas likewise, imagine your girl looking
at this male with a six-pack, and he is very attractive
on television.
Would we think that was just jealousy or a dou
ble standard?
Women are often in the spotlight these days to
show how much they can take off, so when a male is
shown in the buff, why is it a big deal?
After watching all of the Q-tip and Luke videos
and all the women are shaking their bottoms barely
clothed, it seems fair that women finally have a
video that Xhey can watch.
As a society, we are accustomed to seeing bare
ly clothed women on videos and commercials.
When Alanis Morrisette made her video for
"Thank You," she was standing in the middle of the
street with nothing on except for her hair covering
her breasts.
Strangely enough, there were few rude com
ments made by anyone.
Sowhy does it take D'Angelo's video for many
questions to be asked?
The question posed is, " Is there a double stan
dard with gender when nudity is concerned?"
Celebrities like Lil' Kim or Mariah Carey are
proud exhibitionists and have admirers for their bod
ies, which they exploit.
Although they are not naked, they still show
quite a bitof flesh. Men talk daily how they admire
their bodies, but once there is at least one statement
about D'Angelo, there are many nasty looks and
comments by men.
But if D'Angelo wastotallyclothed whilehedid
that video, would the reaction be the same?
Sex sells, but how far do you have to go to enter
tain?
Sometimes in entertainment there are many
things to catch the viewer's attention and this case
this was one of them.
It was never meant to be offensive, but it was
meant to bring a smile upon a woman's face.
D'Angelo's videowasdone in simply goodtaste
and to catch attention. When you think of entertain





Oh Lord, it's the final count
down...
Five days, 120 hours, 7,200 min
utes, 432,000 seconds ... yes, it is the
day that all schmoozing couples love
and all unattached folks love to hate -
Valentine's Day.
Being the hopeless romantic that I
am, makes Valentine's Day one of the
most romantic times of the year. On
this day, guys and girls take note, the
thought and little things cfo count.
Sure, your girlfriends and
boyfriends on their birthdays and
Christmas will blatantly lie to youand
tell you that it's the thought that
counts, but please do not befooled.
Perhaps I'm silly because I
believe in sendingflowers for no rea
son, or giving someone a card just
because. And maybe I'm out of my
element because I like sappy love
songs by Brian McKnight and cry
every time I see Sleepless in Seattle.
But, I believe that I am only that
way because people around here are
often so jaded that they forget what
it's like to be romanced and swept off
their feet.
What happened to being
romanced at a dinner date or a roman
tic walk at night in the gardens at
Opryland ?
Okay. I'll admit, it's tough on
you guys who don't have cars, but
even a walk around campus at night is
romantic... your mate will understand.
Now people are so concerned
about "getting theirs," that they never
know the feeling of being courted or
pursued by a young'man or woman.
When I think about romance, I
think about my parents, who met here
at Tennessee State University.
My dad while walking with some
of his friends, noticed my mom sitting
on a bench with some fiiends and so
he tells it, he knew she was "the one."
In an effort to get closer to my
mom he would bring Ed's catfish
sandwiches to Hankal Hall whenever
he had extramoney. That's courting ...
that's romance.
Or, I thinkabout my grandmother
who would make homemade biscuits,
baconandeggs every morning for my
granddaddy for almost 60 years with
me illetcr ispublished biweekly and is available free to the Tennessee State University
community. Opinioiis expre.ssed herein are of the writer, not those ofthe administration, the Student
GovernmentAssociation or the faculty and staff of Tennessee State University.
Submission Requirements
ijrije ffietcv invites submissions by all members of the Tennessee State University community.
Timeliness, clarity of tliought, factual accuracy, and interest to the university community will be factors in
selecting material for publication. All materials must adhere to the following guidelines;
a) All contributions must be typed, double spaced (submitted on 3.5*' disks and hard copy), and must include
the writer's name, telephone number and P.O. Box.
b) Featured articles should notexceed 1.000 words. Opinionlength should notexceed 500words. Letter length
should not exceed 300 words.
c) Sources of factual material should be included. All claims of fact are subject to verification.
d) ffletcr reserves the right to reject letters, articles or ads without explanation, and to edit those as nec
essary.
out a complaint.
She didn't do it because he was
hungry, although I'm sure that wa.s a
factor, but she did it because she knew
it would make him happy. That s the
type of love that most people only
wish they could have - including
myself.
I have come to the conclusion that
love is a give-and-take situation.
The more love you give, the more
you can receive later. However, now it
seems that giving a good gift and tak
ing it back after people break up is the
common pattern.
We take finding that special per
sonforgranted and think that they will
be the first or second person we meet,
but the truth is that love is not an elim
ination process, but a waiting process.
I have found that what God has
for you is for you. So, if that means
wailing a little longer, I guess 1 can
wait for the right person, rather than
settling for the wrong one.
So, I'm sorry guys. 1 guess there
is just no getting around me being a
hopeless romantic.
I guess this is one of those times
thatI chooseto follow by example and
waitfor the right person, but for those
who have been blessed enough to find
their soulmate .like my parents and
grandparents, have a Happy
Valentine's Day.*
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Income tax time is here, and the Apiil
15 deadline is just around the comer. It is
time to consider whatyou want to do with
your income tax statement so that you can
get an accurate refund. Here are some fre
quently asked questions before filing
taxes.
Q: There are sites on the Internet that
say I do not have to pay my income taxes
because my state is not under the jurisdic
tion of Government of The United States
of America. Is this true?
A: You can not get away with not
paying your taxes. The government
makes it mandatory that all people who
hold employment in the United States be
filed with the U. S. Department of Labor
through their employer.
Included in this file that your employ
er sends to the Department of Labor is all
of the earning that you made for the year,
complete with the amount of deductions
that you have sent to other agencies such

















Therefore, if you have been making
money and paying it to these agencies
without filing to be a Non-residential alien
throughout the year, your taxes will not be
valid. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
will already have your tax information and
need for you to file a tax return to either
pay taxes or receive a refund.
Q: If my parents/ guardians are
claiming me, what will happen if I decid
ed to claim myself on my income taxes?
A: Most people who are college stu
dents are still claimed by their parents. If
you decided to claim yourself, while your
parents have claimed you on their taxes,
you could end up owing Uncle Sam some
big money. Parents and legal guardians
receive money to pay for your expenses
throughout the year.
If the government pays both you and
your parents for supporting you, then they
will want some money back from some
one. While this may not cause immediate
problems, it may all but eliminate your
chances of receiving a tax return for the
following year if you owe the government
money in return.
There are three ways to relieve your
self of this problem: 1.) Talk to your par
ents/ guardians to ensure that they are not
claiming you when you fill out your W-2
form when you become employed. Unless
you have children of your own, the best
thing to do is to not claim anyone. 2.)







forms that you do not accidentally claim
yourself. The government will send you
the money, but not your next refund, you
will have to deduct that money from that
refund. 3.) If youaccidentally claimyour
self, make sure that you either send the
money back right away or make sure that
you save the money to send back on the
next income tax statement.
You never know what your financial
situation will be for the next year, so you
want to make sure that you do not over
whelm yourself with having to owe large
sums ofJnoney when you need money the
most.
Q: What happens if I can't pay the
money that I owe to the IRS by the dead
line? Are there any options available?
A: If you can't pay the IRS, there are
several options that are available. The
first of these options is to borrow from
someone such as a financial institution,
friend or family member, and pay the debt
in full. Another option is to make an offer
to the IRS to compromise on the debt.
Sometimes, they will make exceptions to
those who cannot pay the debt in full.
Lastly, you can ask the IRS to desig
nate your debt (temporarily) uncollectible
if you are out of work or if your income is
very low. This will buy you some time to
get back on your feet before dealing with
the IRS. Interest and penalties will con
tinue to accrue, so it is important to take
care of these matters as soon as possible,
Q: There are new forms saying that I
may be exempt from paying taxes if 1
make under a certain amount of money a
year. How do I go about finding out this
information?
A; There is a way that you can file
for tax exemption if you make less than
$4,500 a year. This exemption will allow
you to receive your pay check without any
federal deductions. After filing for this
exemption, you will not receive a refund
at the beginning of the next year. To file
for this exemption, see your employer.
Q: What happens if I don't file a tax
retum?
A; If you are a working citizen, you
have up to six years to file a tax retum
before you need to start worrying about
the IRS criminally charging you with fail
ing to file a tax return.
If this didn't quench your thirst for tax
knowledge, visit www.el.com/e-
links/taxes, or see a financial adviser.*
The Meter would like to I
announce a correction on 1
CSA, the caption should
have read TINSM. Apologies
to CSA for the mistake.
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African-American History Month Events







February 9 - "Issues of
Cultural Diversity and
Equity in Education"
lecture series at 1:30































February 11 - Open
mic poetry readings at
Kijiji Coffee House
(1413 Jefferson St.),
from 8-10 p.m. Host





February 10 - "An




y p.m. brFPCC Forum\
j^bruary 11 - The y






Auditorium at 9 p.m.
February 11-12







into the World of Bold
Print." Programs










retired editor in chief
of the Wall Street
Journal. Call
iHeter at 963-5652 for
additional informa
tion or to register.
February 12 - The
"^ashville branch of^el^ACP will host
jFreedom~Fund dii^fe^




























Werner, author of A
Change is Gonna Come:
Music, Race, and the
Soul of America. For
more information, call
MTSU at 898-2551.
February 15 - Wally
"Famous" Amos will










play based on the
meeting of s^in civil
rights era/\^ders
Malcolm Xmd M?^tin
Luther Kin^ Jr., in
FPCC FcAim Rod®










from 8-10 p.m. Host







Show, Kean Hall Gym,
7 p.m.
February 18 - Afro-
American movie, 7
p.m. in the Wesley
Center
February 18 - "Sexual
Expression: How far is
too far?" seminar fea
turing-^ Dr. Joseph
^rWatrery Walker HI, 6
im FPCC Forum
^W210





February 22 - Teacher
Recruitment, Kean
Hall Gym, noon















, February 22 - Speaker
Davy L. Cox,
Engineering Bldg.
L Room 126,12:15 p.m.
February 17 - Michael
Grant will speak in
the FPCC Forum
Room 210 at 6 p.m.
February 18 - Open




OfTicuIs lold the press thai Flight 431 was carrying
10 crew members, 167 adult passengers and two chil
dren. No comment was given about why it look hours
for many to be rescued.
Witnesses heard no explosion and saw no flames.
They also say that the plane never veered from its course
overhead. This is the First such accident for Kenya
Airways.
Final congressional approval was finally given to
enhance penalties for illegal use of gamma hydroxybu-
lic acid, also known as "the date-rape drug." Several
drops ingested through a drink or food can render a per
son unconscious within minutes, and has been blamed
for 58 deaths and over 6,000 overdoses nationwide.
President Clinton staled he will approve the bill,
which provides 20-year prison terms for anyone who
manufactures, possesses or distributes GHB.
ASSOCIATKD PRESS PHOTO COURTESY OF VAHOO.COM
ASSOCIATEDPRESS PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM
A Kenya Airways jet slammed into the Atlantic
Ocean off the Ivory Coast in the early morning hours of
Jan. 30, killing at least 100 of the 179 people on board.
The plane ascended into clear skies, butcrashed into the
ocean after only a minute in the air, according to offi
cials.
The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
releaseda studylastweek, statingthat Internetsalescost
Tennessee over $34 million in lost taxes last year. For
Tennessee, who receives about 57 percent of its tax rev
enue from sales taxes (one of the highest in the nation),
UTC estimates the state will lose at least $293 million
by the year 2003.
Miss Tenne.ssee, Lynette Cole, was crowned Miss
USA2000 on Feb. 4 in a live broadcast from the Grand
Palace in Branson, Mo.
Cole is a native of Columbia, Tenn. and competed
in the Miss Teen USA pageant in 1995.*
Clinton delivers last State of Union address
• President's swan song full of humor, hopes and affection
— care of their children. Other
issues included eliminating
poverty on Native American
reservations and moving
companies into rural areas,
inner cities and reservations.
"Let's put them to
work!... For businesses, it is
the smart thing to do, and for
people, it's the only thing to
do," he said. "If we don't do
it now, when in the wide
world are we going to do
Clinton also stressed a
number of times that the
effort must be made by
republican and democratic
lawmakers alike, in order for
success to continue through
the last year of his tenure.
"I've said all along, that this
is nota democratic or repub
lican issue," he said.
"Giving people the
ASSOciATEDPRESSFHOTOCOURTESYOFYAHOO.coM chancc to live their dreams
demands "immediate and decisive solu
tions."
Heemphasized fellow legislators sev
eral times, saying that despite their "mod
est differences of opinion," they all
deserved thanks for their support of










Author Ralph Ellison was
Waldo Ellison, the grandson
(1914-1994) ®
Oklahoma City in
1914 and hopped trains to make good on
a music .scholarship to Tuskegee
University in Alabama. He traveled to
New York City, where his celebrated
work was written in 1952.
itleter will profile African-
American facts throughout
Black History Month.
By Hillary S. Condon
Community View Editor
With several of his closest friends and
adversaries in attendance. President Bill
Clinton made the first Slate of the Union
Address of the millennium - and the last of
his political career.
In this historic address, he outlined
his proposed balanced budget with dozens
of programs addressing everything from
tuition lax cuts and child support legisla
tion to computer education and ending
poverty.
In the wake of international scandal
and a presidenlial impeachment that near
ly ended his career. Clinton neatly side
stepped the issue of adultery and his affair
with Monica Lewinsky, choosing instead
to focus on his successes as president. He
also showed, for the first lime in almo.st
seven years, public affection towards his
wife, Hillary.
As he thanked his wife with a stand
ing ovation for her years of support and
continued commitment to the issues that
he supports, Clinton mouthed the words,
"I love you."
Clinton focused the majority of his
address on issues surrounding poverty in
America, especially in homes with chil
dren. He spoke about past legislation and
is an American issue."ehvershis ^u- u j
This broad and politi
cally correct statement came
flanked by comments about
serious economic issues in the United
States, problems to which Clinton
A1 Gore looks on as President Clinton d li i
final State of the Union address.
future plans for enforcing child support
laws and a new program that encourages s ri s
andsupports fathers in theirefforts to take States, pn
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Mfume addresses ideas, racial discrimination
By Henderson Hill HI
Commimity View Writer
Kweisi Mfume, the President and
Chief Executive Officer of the National
Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, spoke at Vanderbill
University on Feb. 1, to a room filled with
people ol many different races, as well as
contrasting ideologies on di.scriminalion.
M fume's title for the forum was titled
"Race: Exploring America's Agenda." an
insight into the racial problems that peo
ple of America come in contact with
everyday.
Mfume opened by acknowledging
those in today's societywho believe there
are no differences between the races; that
we are simply different because of skin
color. He also added that this is a fallacy
because the reality of today's society is
that discrimination does exist, and that
people of color are treated unequally.
Mfume also said that discrimination is an
article of the present and not the past.
"Jim Crow Sr. is dead, but Jim Crow
Jr. is alive and well," he said as he contin
ued to identify the current issues of dis
crimination.
Mfume submitted his charge to stu
dents, to not Just come to Nashville, go to
school and graduate, but instead to learn
something about the world. "People
should be cognizant of things that are
PHOTO BY JOHN j. CARROLL
Kweisi Mfume addresses a diverse audience at Vanderbilt University's
Langford Auditorium to commemorate the first day of Black History Month.
going on in the world which affect us," he
said.
Things such as the placing of the
Confederate flag on top of the state
Capitol building in South Carolina, which
has been petitioned by the NAACP to be
taken down since 1962, 60 percent of the
present population believe that the flag
should be taken down, burning of Black
churches, demonstrations against immi
grants, or the saluting of the swastika, the
symbol of the Nazi party, etc. These are
things that cause the stand still of the bet
terment of discrimination between the
races. Mfume insisted that these things are
a national wave of insensitivilies that have
swept the country.
He also said that although we pledge
that we are one nation under God, we are
not united. And this is because of the pre
sent underlining of the unfair treatment of
people of color, according to Mfume.
He also asked the question, "Are
these good times or bad limes?" He
argued that for people who are involved in
the slock market, these are good times
because this is the longest peak time that
the American economy has ever seen.
"But for many Black and brown
babies in the inner city and in Costa Rica
who run the risk of not even seeing their
first birthday, these are bad limes. These
things only affect individuals depending
on where you're sitting on your perch in
lifeand your perspective on things."
Mfume argues that when a person
feels that they are being discriminated
against because of their race, surname,
sexual orientation, position or religion,
others feel that the word "discrimination'
is simply being thrown out to justify other
aspects of the inequality... "That's just the
way things are," Mfume said sarcastically.
This, Mfumesays, "is the reason why
we have a color-blind society."
This was clearly related to an audi
ence member, a white male who is a stu
dent at Vanderbilt University, who com
mented to Mfume thai affirmative action
is an aspect of discrimination. Mfume
contended that the comparison of the 200
years of slavery and another 100 years of
legalized discrimination cannot compare
to the 35 years of Affirmative Action.
'The scales are clearly not balanced," he
said.*







-The fierce tug-of-war between two
nations over the immigration status of a
six-year-old boy has become a political
feast and media frenzy.
Elian Gonzalez and his mother
Elizabeth were among 14 other passen
gers in a liny Cigarel boat seeking refuge
on the Southern Florida shores of the
UnitedStates. After being in progress for
less than a mile, the boat's engine failed.
The dilapidated boat and its passengers
relumed to Cuba for repairs and set off
again for the U.S. the next morning.
Just south of the Florida Keys, the
motor failed again, and the small boat
eventually capsized. The passengers
decided to climb into two large inner
tubes designated as crude life preservers,
but after two and a half days at sea, the 15
refugees had been whittled down to three
terrified survivors.
Young Elian watched his mother and
12 other people perish in the freezing
ocean before two fishermen discovered
the wreck and alerted the Coast Guard.
The 1966 Adjustment Act grants U.S.
residency to all Cubans one year after
their arrival in the country. However,
since the refugees never made it to U.S.
territory, the Immigration and
Naturalization Service has the right to
order their swift return to Cuba.
"It is a law that is often terribly
inequitable," Time magazine writer
Joshua Ramo wrote of the 1966 U.S.
Adjustment Act. "Last week, as Elian's
case was being debated, the U.S. sent 473
Haitian refugees home without a thought,
since they are not covered by the act."
The INS ruled that Elian would be
returned to his father in Cuba, but a con
gressional subpoena designed to halt the
boy's return was issued by Dan Burton, a
republican congressman from Indiana,
until the boy's American relatives may
formally appeal in court.
A bitter fight between the boy's
f'alher, Juan Miguel Gonzalez and the
boy's distant relatives in Miami has
mounted in efforts to obtain custody of
Elian. The youngster's Miami relatives
believe that the boy will have more oppor
tunity if he is reared in the United States'
"democratic" environment.
Juan Miguel, Fidel Castro and a
horde of Cuban-Americans believe that
Elian should be returned to Cuba to be
raised by his father and all four of his
grandparents.
Whether the child is returned to Cuba
or granted U.S. citizenship depends on a
debate centered on opinions of why the
U.S. is a better place to rear a child than
communist Cuba.
Juan Miguel hasn't had a haircut
since Elian left, he is waiting until his son
returns because they usually go to the bar
ber shop together. It is obvious that Elian's
father cares for him, but his cousin,
Marisleysis Gonzalez of Miami, believes
that he can receive the same amount of
love in the U.S.
Ar PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM
Elian Gonzalez, unaware of the
political strife his story has caused.
All we hear about is the father, the
father, and no one's talking about what




All in the family: producers, directors
By Metra Baugh
Interim Arts and Entertainment
Editor
It's a hard job, but someone has to do
it. While you have many family members
who get together to do crime, you have
twice as many families who get together
to do positive works. One pair of brothers
gave us two big movies during the latter
part of the 90s, while one pair of cousins
gave us 40 Acres and a Mule and a wed
ding film we will never forget.
Lights, cainera...actlon!!!
SCENE ONE: Albert and Allen
Hughes: Their life i—^
and experiences ^
As quietly ^
watched Caine lie on
the sidewalk with
blood gushing out if his
mouth, some of us just
couldn't hold back the ^
That's what
should happen to you
you a
movie. The Hughes photo o
6\ite do V-aow
how to bring out our
deepest emotions.
This dynamic duo was bom-in 1972
into a world filled with crime, hate, love
and most importantly the arts.
Atthe age of 12, they were introduced
to the wonderful world of film when their
mother gave them a video camera. Within
three years they were in the beginning
stages of their debut film Menace II
Society (1993) and at the age of 19 they
were officially the producer-directors of
this film. During those years, they also
created music videos for rap artists includ
ing Tone Log and Tupac Shakur.
By Brandi Montgomery
Arts and Etdertainment Writer
Attention all sports fans, Hooters just
met Planet Hollywood with the arrival of
the Sports Cafe' on the water.
Overlooking the Cumberland River,
the Sports Cafe' is locatedat the Fountain
Square Center at 2292 Metro Center
"Blvd.
The cafe was established in
September of 1999 when the owner and
general manager Trad Prater saw the
needfor a sports bar.
The cafe' features paraphernalia of
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Categorized as a director/ screen
writer, Malcolm knew what kind of effect
that The Best Man would have on women
and men worldwide.
This movie tapped into the hearts and
minds of ail single people, boyfriends,
girlfriends and married couples, making
them re-examine their relationships and
themselves.
His knowledge in film not only
stemmed from his schooling at New York
University Film School, but it also came
from the professional experience that he
received from his cousin, Spike Lee.
According to www.best-man.com, since
the young age of 17, Malcolm has served
as a production assistant, an apprentice
editor and an assistant director.
Spike, on the other hand, has been in
our minds for years since the beginning of
his professional career in 1986. But, that
doesn't mean that hedidn't start at the bot
tom. In that line of business you, as an
artist, have to convince many and please
others — he did and the rest is HIStory.
Spike's film resume includes School
Daze (1988), Malcolm X (1992), Get on
Menace II Society was a big success
in the Black community. It focused on the -
on the life of Caine, a young Black man t i n t
who was pressured by his parents and
peers to enter a life of crime. He lived with -
his grandparents, whose words ofwisdom , Hmh
constantly echoed through his mind, but it music
was useless. We all remember how devi- HBI
ous he was and how, in the end, that was B
the main reason he entered an early
demise. c i a 1 s ,
That was one success for the Hughes l l
brothers. as is
Nowadays we don't find that many lf i
siblings who have the same passion for t r ^^B
one particular career choice, but in some it is ^BB
cases, we find twins who try to be differ- ost recent
ent in both appearance and occupation- ovie. he
Allen and t ,
Albert have
shown us that ,
is not true. ategorized as
i Oliver Stone
1,^- and Steven t \
FLji/ ^B Spielberg, on and men worldwide.
top of many his ovie tapf
others, volun- i f il i l
^ teered their i l i
time and t r - i tf
JN knowledge to the selves.
BfliS the Hughes i l i
PHOTO COURTESY ALT.CULTURE.COM brothers. Ste ed fro his s<
, „ , Allen and lThe Hughes brothers ^ ^^^ the professior
lessons entailed the craft ofspecial effects received from his
and sound effects, which would later help According to wu
them in the making of Dead Presidents, the young age of 17
One producer may be good for the film as a production as:
industiy, two producers are twice as nice, editor and an assista
i
SCENE TWO: Malcolm and our minds for years
Spik. I..: Two cousi„, Uvo
works of art in that line oi
e
Creativity and intelligence are the others he did and
most common inherited traits in the Lee s i ' il r :





sports motif. While at the bar, diners can the cafe' offers four
watch ESPN, play arcade games or just ing: ribs, chicken
hang out with friends. shrimp. All baskets
Themenu features appetizers suchas ing of fries,


















feature a large help-
lover, the cafe' offers
Cousins Spike and Malcolm Lee
theBus(1996), andHe Got Game (1998),
just to name a few. His music video cred
its include Michael Jackson's "They Don t
Care About Us" (1995), Naughty By
Nature's "Hip Hop Hurray" (1992),
Prince's "Money Don't Matter" (1992),
and Gangstarr's "Jazz Thing" (1990), on
top of many others.
Morehouse College had the honor of
giving Spike his bachelor's degree in mass
communications and the same privilege
was given to NYU's Tisch School of the
Arts when they gave Spike his master s
degree in fine arts.
Happily married with two kids. Spike
and his wife Tonya Lewis, a corporate
attorney, have been in unison for about 7
years.
Movies come and go, but when you
have a director/ screenwriter who is truly
dedicated to giving viewers nothing but
the best, what more could you ask for?*
New England Clam Chowder, as well as
steamed shrimp, clams and raw oysters.
Standouts on the menu include
Philly Cheese Chicken and the big half a
pound McGuire Burger.
The Philly Chee.se Chicken comes
with onions, green peppers and smoth
ered cheese on French bread served with
fries.
To end your meal, try a dessert such
as the KeyLime Pie or Ausum Chess Pie.
Don't forget the homemade Banana
Pudding in Chocolate or Vanilla flavor.
For those of you who can't make
your way down to the Sports Cafe'. It
delivers to Tennessee State University for
a minimum $10 order.*
eDruary
Arts and Entertainment
Alvin Alley Dance Company back by popular demand
Brandi Montgomery
& Geno Ford
Arts and Entertainment Writers
It was so quiet you could hear a pin
drop, as the Alvin Ailey American Dance
Theater danced their way into the hearts
of Nashville audience members on Feb. I.
Back by popular demand at the
Tennessee Performing Arts Center, the
show blended hip-hop, blues, gospel and
African beats creating an atmosphere for
the music and dance lover at heart.
The Alvin Ailey company has earned
a notable reputation as one of the most
acclaimed ambassadors of American cul
ture. They have gone on to perform
before an estimated 19 million people,
including a second recent historic residen
cy in South Africa.
The first offering from The Alvin
Ailey American Dance Theater was a his
torical piece entitled "Divining." Created
in 1984 and choreographed by Alvin
Ailey's successor and protege' Judith
Jamison, the tone of the piece was set by
sounds of mysterious, angelic sirens and
traditional African percussion instru
ments. Accompanied with dim lighting
and dreamy instrumentals, the dancers
gracefully used their bodies to illustrate
this stor)' of historic beauty and distinc
tion. The piecealso featured a solo dance
"Resting," by Linda Caceres.
The next performance, "Cry," was a
work AlvinAiley originally wrote specifi
cally for his former .student Jamison, who
is now artistic director for the Company.
"Cry" was written in dedication to "the
shining stars and defining scars" that have
shaped all Black women and mothers.
Dwana Adiaha Smallwood filled the
shoes of Jamison for this performance, as
she danced to the music of jazz anist Alice
Coltrane, singer Laura Nyro and the liber
ating Voices of East Harlem. Both mov
ing and monumental, "Cry" left the audi
ence in awe of the uncaged emotion of
Alvin Ailey's imagination.
After a brief intennission. the third
performance of the evening, entitled
"C#Streel-B flat Avenue," took place.
Written in 1999 and choreographed by
Jawole Willa Jo Zollar, this was the most
collective effort of all 30 members of the
company.
Each dancer took the stage dressed in
a variety of colorful outfits, looking like
they were enjoying a night in the city on a
summer evening. Some how each dancer
was able to truly show their individuality
as each of them gyrated and amused the
crowd with their versatile sounds as clas
sical suites, African jazz and reggae
rhythms.
Finally, the time arrived for the per
formance of Alvin Alley's magnum opus





been modified from its
form,
"Revelations" was writ-
ten in 1960 as Ailey






were to bring new
life to gospel standard
and Negro spirituals




they later donned suits,
dresses and hats like
they were going to The Alv
church themselves.
The dancers jumped and rejoiced as a
few seemed to catch the Holy Ghost in
this soul-shaking spectacle of modem
dance.
Overall, the Alvin Ailey American
Dance Theater taught the audience how
glorious dance can be.
They taught without using words, but
PHOTO COURTESY OF TPAC
e lvin Ailey Dance Theatre dances again!
by using superb muscle control to execute^ amazing contortions with the human
jh t m non-verbal communication at its
fmest jhe legend continues, as does the
dream of Alvin Ailey.
k n Take a bow ladies and gentlemen, the
e people have been inspired.*
TSU alumnus stars in his first major film role
By Sparkle Davis
Interim Arts and Entertainment
Editor
If you turn on the television, you
might see someone that is familiar to the
Tennessee State University family.
His name is Reegus Flenory, an
upcoming actor who has Hollywood in his
comer and has the resume to prove it. He
is featured in a Black Entertainment
Television (BET) arabesque movie called
"Winner Takes Al," where he plays one of
the lead characters.
The movie is about two guys growing
up in Louisville, Ky., who are caught in a
world full of sex, drugs and violence in
their struggle to survive.
Flenory has also appeared in several
television commercials for companies like
Saturn, Just For Feet, Ryan's Steak House
and Goody's Clothing Store.
So how did he get his start?
He knew from day one that he want
ed to be an actor. As a young child he said
he used to watch the show Knight Rider,
and would be able to finish the actors line
before he would say it. From then on he
PHOTO COURTtSY OF REEGUS FLENORY
Reegus Flenory
knew he wanted to be an actor and here at
TSU, he proved it by starring in such pro
ductions as MacBeth, A Soldier's Story,
Evetyman, Aminaia and Once In A Wife
Time. Everyman being his favorite. Why?
Flenory said, "Everyman the title, repre
sents every kind of man at one time," said
Flenory.
Now that he has an agent, it will help
him gel the roles that will take his acting
career far.
Regarding actors who have inspired
him to act, he replied, "I kind of look at it
in a traditional sense. I'm fans of a lot of
people. Actors that inspire me are more
interested in the art of being. Denzel is my
favorite. Marlon Brando is my second
favorite. "They're both character actors
and leading men at the same time," he
said.
Being an actor also takes a lot of hard
work. In the movie Winner Takes All,
Flenory explained how he got prepared
for the role of "Dexter." One of the many
things he did was that he read about
policemen and police work, watched other
actors portraying police officers in
movies, read police reports, look at differ
ent news reports and continued to read the
script over every day.
One important factor that he stressed
is that he doesn't what to be .stereotyped.
As an actor he plays only one type of
character and that as an actor it is very
important to be able to be versatile in this
field.
How does he see himself in five
years? Does he see himself winning an
Oscar or Golden Globe on day?
He simply replied," I think so. I think
that if you have three things in your life
you can be successful. I think if you have
a strong spiritual background, a strong
family stmcture and a will to win, you can
be successful."
Flenory strongly suggests to any up
and coming actors to "read." To read as
much as possible about anything. The
more you read the more familiar with the
other things around you.
Flenory said he has a full plate ahead
of him. He is currently a model for QVC
(home shopping network), a spokesperson
for Ruby Tuesday restaurant and is film
ing commercials for the restaurant. He is
also featured in a 12-month calendar, a
show with the Tennessee Repertory
Theater called Serinno, writing two hip-
hop books and is a hip-hop artist with his
own label that is scheduled to be released
sometime next year.
As far as keeping a repoire with TSU,
he is still a student activist, was the first
CSA (Concerned Student Association)
president and former member of the T.E.
Poag (Thomas E. Poag) Acting Guild,





Craving for a good meal but no time to eat?
Drive over toTigermarket.
Introducing the delicious Antone's Po' Boy sandwich,
made fresh everyday, now available exclusively atTigermarket.
Ham, turkey, salami, tuna, roast beef, grilled chicken, the list goes on and on...




Arts and Entertainment Writer
The word "surprise" is thecommon
theme in the life and art of fashion guru
Marc Ecko. As a baby, Marc was unde
tected by his mother's obstetrician until
he suddenly followed his twin sister's
birth. But Marc Ecko would soon come
outof hiding with some surprises of his
own.
As a mere teenager. Marc's artistic
genius emerged with graffiti and air-
brushing. These skills would later give



















Q . T i p , Marc Eck
singer
Michael Bivins (New Edition), and
acclaimed director Spike Lee. A year
before his graduation in early 1993,
Marc's hunger forexpression compelled
him to create Echo Unlimited. Echo
Unlimited began that July with a dream
and a six-t-shirt-advertising campaign.
After changing the company name
to Ecko Unlimited (to avoid the threat of
bootleggers), Marc Ecko's dream no
longer had any boundaries. Ecko
Unlimited achieved underground notori
ety by giving away promotional mix-
tapes of unsigned rappers with each t-
shirt andplacing advertisements in pop
ular hip-hop publications such as The
Source md Stress Magazine. Ecko then
gained mainstream attention by being
featured on Good Morning America in
August of Ecko Unlimited's first year.
In less than four years, Ecko has
become one of the most recognized and
respected forces in the fashion industry.
Ecko Unlimited and their "rhino" logo
have become recognized world wide as
a result of fearless creativity, strategic
marketing and popular advertising cam
paigns. Current magazine advertise
ments for Ecko's clothing feature such
hip-hopartists as Too Short, Capone-N-
tElje iReter
Arts and Entertainment
Noreaga, Jermaine Dupri, Buckshot,
The Beatnuts, Pharoahe Monch,
Timberland and Mos Def, who is work
ing with Ecko on his own clothing line.
Having moved the Ecko headquar
ters from a Manhattan second floor
walk-up space to a 120,000 sq. ft. ware
house located near his birthplace in cen
tral New Jersey, the company now has
over 30 employees, a full sportswear
line, an interactive web site and an esti
mated $30 million in projected sales for
2000. The company sells everything in
urban fashion, ranging from corduroy
cargo pants, jeans, sweaters, fleeces,

















PHOTOS COURTESY OF VIBE "ted world
wide.
r o's Ecko Unlimited logo
Unlimited
has also branched off into other interna
tional endeavors. The company provid
ed the wardrobe for Hype Williams'
debut film Belly. They have also served
as the sponsor for the 1998
DMC/Technics US DJ Championships
and the Urban Music Summit in
Harlem. Ecko Unlimited even tried their
hand at race car driving and currently
hold the record for the fastest car on the
East Coast. As reported in the latest
news, Ecko Unlimited has plans to out
fit the models and actors in future Coca-
Cola commercials.
Marc Ecko said, "Hip-Hop is such a
partof American culture, it's creating its
way into the corporate world." His
statement holds true as more people
begin to proudly sport the hip-hop
wardrobe of the millennium.'The pros
perity of Ecko Unlimited is no surprise
due to their planning, persistence and
production. Destined to be noticed, this
"Ecko" will continue to be heard, seen
and worn.
Q meter minute group has jazzy melodies
By Metra Baugh
Interim Arts and Entertainment
Editor
Tracey Moore and Mercedes
Martinez of the new R&B group
Jazzyfacnastees are speaking to us through
a combination of heartfelt lyrics, jazzy
voices and easing melodies that come
soulfully together to equal The Once and
Future, their debut release on the
Motive/MCA record labels.
Some people might think, "Why
would these ladies choose to be called the
Jazzyfatnastees?" Well, it's quite simple.
In selecting a group name Moore said,
"We wanted something that depicted who
we were."
JSwift of the Pharcyde assisted the
group by suggesting the
"Nastyfatnastees," a name which they
didn't like.
After a while, the group at the time
who were three members strong, thought
of the "Jazzyfatnastees." Their unique
name stands for, "The 'jazzy' lyrics, the
'phat' harmonies and the 'nasty' tracks,"
according to Moore.
In the beginning Moore didn't want
to make such a big move. "1didn't want to
do it as a career because of the competi-
the peo-

















for her. "I was
PHOTO COURTESY OF MOTIVE RECORDS
totally blown
Jazzyfatnastees away," she said.
And from that
experience, she knew that was what she
wanted to do.
It only takes one listen of The Once
and Future to realize how talented these
r s women are. Martinez said that the fact
r that they are singers and songwriters as
t r well makes them differetW f-row.
jazzy else. They also use live instrumentation,
t co e which definitely shows how original they
On the debut CD, growth was their
main focus. "The main theme is evolu
tion,... having to inspire yourself,
Martinezsaid."'Musically' we wanted to
have a more organic sound...relevant ele
ments put together bringing together
something you have never heard before."
When they are not in the studios they
find the time to help other female artists
with a program called Black Lily.
Martinez said Black Lily is a women-in -
music series that was founded by
Jazzyfatnastees and the other women of
Motive Records. This collaborative effort
was created mainly to help other women
and to start a live venue where female
artists are allowed to showcase their talent
to their peers.
Look forward to hearing more from
these sisters in the future to heal the
"Wound Inside Your Heart."*
tlTIje jHeter
wishes everyone a happy
Valentine's Day!
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0 n - o n e
By B. Alexander
Sports Writer
What do the names Willie Carter, Ed
Jones, Dick Bamett, and Anthony Mason
all have in common?
They are a part of an elite group that
consists of 103 TennesseeSlate University







League in 1953, TSU
athletics has harnessed jj
and produced a long r
line of successful NFL A
players. On the long y /
list, one may hear Jj
names like Ed (Too- ApBflfl
Tall) Jones, Richard / ^ ^
Dent. Mike Jones. Mjm
Ed Jones, better
known as "Too-Tall," photo coup
graduated as a four- . .
, . . Anthony Maso
year letterman, with •'
eight championship
titles during his matriculation at TSU.
Jones was the number-
one pick in the first round of
the 1974 draft to the Dallas
Cowboys. "Too-Tall" is often
seen as one of the most pro
found athletes to ever gradu
ated" from TSU.
As the Chicago Bears'
late eighth round pick in the
1983 NFL draft, Dent began
his 14-year
coverage










NFL PHOTO COURTESY OF CBS SPORTSLINE yards, 40
t e a ms . Ed "Too-Tall" Jones touchdowns
While play- and 10
games in which he earned 100 yards in
receptions. During Jones' professional
years, he had a seven-year stretch that
began with the Minnesota Vikings and
ended with the New England Patriots.
TSU has not only graduated students
into the NFL, but has also been a breeding
ground for National Basketball
Association players as well. Names such
as Barnett, Ted McCJain, Mason and
Carlos Rogers are just a few of the indi
viduals who helped build ihe prestigious
tradition that the TSU basketball program
has today.
Bamett was a major factor in a win-
loss record of 120-16, a .882 winning per
centage. Under Head Coach John
McLendon, he established that TSU was
the learn to beat. Bamett began his TSU
years in 1956. By the time he received his
diploma in 1959, the TSU basketball
world would never see another like him.
Bamett continued his quest for greatness
when he became a member of the 1959
Syracuse NBA team as their number-one
draft pick. With a secure 41-year-old
record, Bamett is the lop career scorer for
TSU with 3,209 points and an average of
23.6 Points Per Game.
The closest contender to break
Bamett's record was McClain, a 1976
graduate who tallied a career total of
2,309 points and had an average of 24.8
PPG. He also holds the record for leading
free throw percentage, with .817.
McCIain found himself as a second round
draft pick to Atlanta upon his graduation
from TSU in 1971. McCIain played for
other NBA teams as Denver, Buffalo,
Philadelphia and Phoenix, which marked
the end of his career in 1979.
Bui while McClain's years were end
ing, little did he know that it was men like
himself that would inspire the love of the
game for young men like Mason and
Rogers.
Mason began his TSU career in 1985.
PHOTO COURTESY CBS SPORTSUNE
ing for TSU, Dent was
a four-year letterman
from 1979-82, during
the lime which he was a
member of the 1979
and 1982 Black College
National Championship
n teams,
i If you y^ere
fi fi fi ever in a jam, and needed a miracle to be
; i i l i l ti t . performed, Mike Jones was the "go-to










7 — 9 PM
* T.S.U. ID REQUIRED TO ENTER SWIMMING POOL!
- Pool avaii-able for rentals & pool parties
CONTACT DEPT OF HPER, 3«° FL, GENTRY COMPLEX.
- Pro-Shop items for sale in pool office.
- m
%
*Currently accepting applications for life guards * ^
Mason was a four-year letterman who
worked his way into TSU's record books,
holding downthree spots in three different
categories. Mason is fifth in all time scor
ers, tenth in field goal percentages and
sixth in rebounds.
A third round draft choice for
Portland: Mason later had a notorious bad-
boy image in New York as a member oV
the Knicks. Mason is now a starting for
ward for the Charlotte Hornets.
Rogers', currently a forward for the
Houston Rockets, was the star of the
1992-1994 Tiger basketball seasons.
The 1994 first round draft pick was a
member of the 1992-1993 and 1993-1994
OVC Champion teams which made two
trips to the NCAA tournaments.*
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Ouch! Titans lose to Rams First Tigerbelle dies
By Sedric Griffin
Sports Writer
The American Football Conference
Champion Tennessee Titans were victims of
thegameclock on Sunday, Jan. 30, as they lost
to the St. Louis Rams 23-16 in their first Super
Bowl and the first Super Bowl of the new mil
lennium.
Although Atlanta, Ga., the site of this
year's Super Bowl, was unseasonably cold, a
crowd of 72,625 was still in attendance at the
Georgia Dome to witness the National Football
League's 34th Super Bowl.
In the first half, one could assume that the
Titans had nothing short of amazing luck as
they only allowed the Rams to score three field
goals, which should have been three touch
downs. As Jeff Wilklns, the Rams field goal
kicker, made field goals of 27, 28, and 29
yards. This gave the Rams a 9-0 lead at the
half.
In the second half, the Titans offense
showed up. After the Rams scored on a nine-
yard touchdown pass to Torry Holt from Kurt
Warner to make the score 16-0. Titans running
back Eddie George rushed for one-and two-
yard touchdowns on drives of 3:59 and 7:06.
This brought the Titans to within three
points of their adversaries. Because of a missed
two-point conversion attempt the score
remained 16-13. Titans field goal kicker Al
Del Greco added a 43-yard field goal on the
Titans next drive to tie the game at 16.
The Titans were well on their way to mak
ing what might have been called one of the
greatest comebacks in Super Bowl history.
However, the Rams seemed to have different
views as to what the writers would say about
this year's Super Bowl. As Warner threw a 73-
Picks
yard touchdown pass to Issac Bruce to seem
ingly ice the game for the Rams at 23-16.
With 1:36 left in the game, the Titans
came storming back down the field, as quarter
back Steve McNair quickly went to work.
Finally, the drive concluded with McNair
throwing a pass to Kevin Dyson, the Titans'
wide receiver, with no timeouts remaining.
Dyson caught the pass at the one-yard line, but
could not muscle enough strength to get into
the end zone as two Rams defenders tackled
him. Thus, giving St. Louis the 23-16 victory.
When Titans coach Jeff Fisher was asked
by the Associated Press if the loss hurt the
Titans pride, he responded by saying, "I
thought we could do it but we came up about 6
inches from having a chance to do it. As much
as this hurts we have an awful lot of pride in
coming so close.
McNair told the Associated Press, '*1
thought he was going to get in, but you've got
great athletes on both sides of the ball, and they
made the play. It was a matter of who won the
one-on-one battle, and they won it."
The Titans hopes for a Super Bowl will
have to wait until next year in Tampa, Florida
for Super Bowl XXXV.
Meanwhile, in downtown Nashville on
Tuesday afternoon, the Titans were congratu
lated by the fans and the city for a great season.
TSU's Aristocrat of Rands was also a partici
pant in the ceremony. Tom Landish, a Titans
fan from the Bellevue area, was asked if he
would continue to support the Titans.
"Hell yeah!" he said.
"This not a time of sorrow," said Ron
Johnson, a fan from Green Hills. "They




Mae Faggs Starr, the original
Tigerbelle of Tennessee State
University's famed women's track
program, died Thursday, Jan. 27 in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Faggs Starr, 67, a retired
school teacher, was the first female
track athlete recruited by legendary
Coach Ed Temple for TSU in 1952.
At the prime age of 20, Faggs
Starr had participated in two
Olympic games and represented
TSU in each game.
Coach Temple called Faggs
Starr the "mother of the photo courtesy of public relations
Tigerbelles...a renowned athlete tSU's 1956 Tsu Relay Team, Mae
that put the Tigerbelies on the Faggs, Isabelle Daniels, Wilma
national map." Rudolph and Lucinda Williams
A native of Bayside, NY, 1954.55 Dm^ng that time she won
Faggs Starr was bom April 10,
1932.
She earned the distinction of
being the first African-American
woman to participate in three
Olympics - in 1948, 1952 and
1956.
She won a gold medal in the
4x100 relay at the 1952 Helsinki
Olympics, setting a world record.
She also won a bronze medal in the
4x100 at the 1956 Melbourne
Olympics in Australia.
Faggs Starr won a distin
guished indoor 200-meter title in
1952. She was a member of the
AAU All-America track team from
M
the AAU 200-meter dash from
1954-56.
Faggs Starr once said the run
ners on TSU's women's track pro
gram "felt that we were the best, it
wasn't cockiness, it was our confi
dence."
The team produced 29 Olympic
gold medals and 40 Olympiarts. —
Faggs Starr was inducted into
the TSU Sports Hall of Fame in
1983 and into the International
Women's Hall of Fame in 1996.
The funeral service for Faggs
Starr was held Jan. 29 at Lincoln
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COMING TO TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
Straight from New York City & Phllly
Sphinx Productions Presents
BODY & SOUL 2000
The Historical Black College & University Tour
A Sizziing Aii - Male Fashion Show starring a cast of
top superstar U. S. models
Saturday, February 12, 2000
Humanities Building Auditorium
ShowTime: 7p.m. With Student I.D.: $3.00
Tickets at Model Search: Call 1-888-226-0906
Fashions by Gucci, Donna Karan, FUBU, Enycee, Tommy Hilfiger, Versace &More.
Show Produced &Directed by Roy H. Campbell
